The benefits differential equations bring to limb development.
Systems biology is a large field, offering a number of advantages to a variety of biological disciplines. In limb development, differential-equation based models can provide insightful hypotheses about the gene/protein interactions and tissue differentiation events that form the core of limb development research. Differential equations are like any other communicative tool, with misuse and limitations that can come along with their advantages. Every theory should be critically analyzed to best ascertain whether they reflect the reality in biology as well they claim. Differential equation-based models have consistent features which researchers have drawn upon to aid in more realistic descriptions and hypotheses. Nine features are described that highlight these trade-offs. The advantages range from more detailed descriptions of gene interactions and their consequence and the capacity to model robustness to the incorporation of tissue size and shape. The drawbacks come with the added complication that additional genes and signaling pathways that require additional terms within the mathematical model. They also come in the translation between the mathematical terms of the model, values and matrices, to the real world of genes, proteins, and tissues that constitute limb development. A critical analysis is necessary to ensure that these models effectively expand the understanding of the origins of a diversity of limb anatomy, from evolution to teratology. This article is categorized under: Vertebrate Organogenesis > Musculoskeletal and Vascular Gene Expression and Transcriptional Hierarchies > Regulatory Mechanisms Establishment of Spatial and Temporal Patterns > Repeating Patterns and Lateral Inhibition.